Design by Vanessa Lee

Communicator
Mask

Preparation

MATERIALS
Cotton Fabric
Clear Plastic or Vinyl (I
ordered from fabric store
but others have used a

clear shower curtain).
Wire for Nose piece (I
used a pipe cleaner
some use a bread tie or
floral wire.
Bias Tape or fabric to
make your own (if
making your own a bias
tape maker is nice but
not necessary. You may
also use ribbon)
Scissors or Rotary Cutters

CUT MATERIALS
Clear Plastic 4"x3"
Side Panels (4): 3 3/4"x3
Top and Bottom Panels
(4): 9"x 1 3/4"
Wire: 3" or 3 1/2" in length
Ties (if you are making
your own 1 1/2" by the
length of the fabric with
extra for the sides.)

Make a sandwich with the plastic in
between the side panels with the side
panels facing right sides together

Hold firmly together, but be careful not to indent
the plastic (I used wonder clips)

Sew with a 1/4" seam being sure not
to back stitch since you do not want
to puncture the plastic too many
times. (You can also elongate your
stitches here if your plastic is not
holding up well)

Step 1

Do this on both sides and open up.
(Press seams open but you might just
want to do this with your fingers as
even a light touch of a hot iron will
puncture and melt the plastic..... I
know this from experience.....)

With side panels open make a new
sandwich with the top and bottom panels
right sides together with the portion you
just finished in the middle

Pin or Clip together being sure not to
puncture the plastic

Sew together (You can back stitch
here if you like at the beginning and
end)

Step 2

Once top and bottom are sewn
together press open once again
being cautious not to touch the
plastic

Sew in your Wire!

Place it in the middle of your two top
panels. Clip in place.

I sew it with a zig zag stitch (Be

careful not to hit the wire with your
needle..... might have learned that
from experience too....)

Step 3

Be sure to sew on each side back and
forth a few times so the wire does not
escape!

Sew bias tape or ribbon to each
side of your mask holding the 2
side panels together as shown
in the picture (If you are

preparing your own bias tape
you can see the instructions for
that provided here)

Step 4

Bias Tape
Instructions

If you have a bias tape maker, feed your material
through and iron as you go. Then, fold the material in
half lengthwise and iron it together. It will be about
1/4" wide.

If you do not have the bias tape maker, acquire
patience and do the following:

Fold fabric in half lengthwise and iron down.
Unfold and refold in thirds with your sides meeting in
the middle. Iron down lengthwise folding inwards as
you go.

Lastly, take the fabric and fold in half lengthwise
keeping your original edges in the middle as you
iron lengthwise a third time.

STEP 5 (ALMOST THERE!) JUST KEEP SEWING, JUST KEEP SEWI NG,
SEWING ,SEWING, SEWING!
Sew on your ties along the
top and bottom of the mask.

Make sure you find the
center of the tie and pin or
clip to the mask so it is not
lopsided!

If making your own bias
tape, I start sewing from the
end of the tie and sew right
through affixing it to the
mask as I go.

Step 6
MAKE PLEATS ALONG THE
SIDE. (I FOLD TO MAKE 3
PLEATS)

BE CAREFUL SEWING OVER
THE PLEATS AS THIS TOO CAN
BREAK A NEEDLE

Enjoy & Smile!
Please note that these do not take the
place of a medical grade N95 mask.

